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Parts of speech and the Triqui lexicon 
Part 2: Prepositions, Adjectives, and Adverbs 

Linguistics 460/560 - The Structure of Itunyoso Triqui 
3/5/24 - 3/7/24 

Christian DiCanio 
 

I. Prepositions 
 
(1) In many Mesoamerican languages, including Otomanguean more generally, location is 

marked by the use of positional verbs and body-part locatives, or relational nouns. 
 
(2) Body-part locatives - use of body parts to encode spatial dimensions 
 
 Body part Common interpretations 
 face  'on the surface of' 
 head  'on top of (something tall/narrow)' 
 back  'on top of (something flat)' 
 stomach 'under' 
 insides/heart 'inside' 
 hips  'to the side of, next to' 
 butt  'at the bottom of' 
 foot  'at the base of' 
  
(3) One can not simply use semantic criteria to distinguish relational nouns from 

prepositions. In Alcozauca Mixtec, the words ini and nùú are also nominal - 'the insides 
of' and 'face', respectively. So, one could conceivably translate these as "the inner part of 
the river" or "the surface of the chair." 

 
 (a) ndàkava ini  ìtia   Alcozauca Mixtec 
  COMP.fall.1S inside  river   (Mendoza Ruiz, 2016, p.33) 
  'I fell in the river.' 
 
 (b) nùú tiàyù índu'ú  tìkachi=ún 
  face chair PROG.be blanket=2S 
  'Your blanket is on the chair.' 
 
(4) What distinguishes these from regular nouns though? What defines preposition as a 

class? 
 
(5) In several Zapotec languages, there is evidence that body-part locatives are indeed 

prepositions and not nominal. Lillehaugen and Foreman summarize three major criteria 
for evaluating this class of words in Zapotec languages: 

 
 (a) only PPs (not NPs) can function as locative adjuncts 
 (b) positional verbs can only select for PP (not NP) complements 
 (c) body-part locatives can not be modified by quantifiers or adjectives, but nouns can.  
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(6) Our goal is to evaluate Triqui in relation to these criteria to see how the words encoding 
spatial relations fit. 

 

 
(7) Itunyoso Triqui has both body-part locatives (on the left) and non-body-part locatives (on 

the right). The existence of the latter group might already lead us towards an analysis 
where there are relational nouns that are distinct from another class. Though, might the 
non-body-parts also be nominal? 

 
(8) For body-part locatives, nominal and non-nominal readings are possible in Itunyoso 

Triqui. 
 
 a. rian³²=sij³   b. ri³ki³  Juan 
  face=3M    stomach Juan 
  'to him' ~ 'his face'   'under Juan' ~ 'Juan's stomach' 
 
(9) What about the non-body-part locatives? Some are nominal, but not all. 
 
 a. chu⁴ba⁴³ beh³   b. chi³hninj⁵ beh³ 
  inside  house    side  house 
  'inside the house' ~     'next to the house' ~ 
  'the insides of the house'   'the side of the house' 
    
 c. ska⁴ninj⁴ beh³   d. che³cheh² beh³ 
  gap  house    outside  house 
  'between the houses' ~    'outside of the house' 
  'the gap of the house'    *'the outer part of the house' 
  
 
 
 

‘The municipal building was in Ri
3
ki

3
chu

4
man

43 (a toponym to the east), they
say, in front of this boarding school.’

(Line 2; El primer palacio municipal; 10/07/2014; Pedro González Mart́ınez

and Crescencio de la Cruz Ramı́rez)

4 Prepositions and locatives

Like most Otomanguean languages, location is expressed in Triqui via positional verbs, a class
of words unrelated to body parts, and body-part locatives (Campbell et al., 1986; Foreman,
2006; Lillehaugen, 2006, 2020; Lillehaugen and Foreman, 2009).10 Body-part locatives in
Zapotec languages are functionally di↵erent from nouns and arguably can be classified as
prepositions (Lillehaugen and Foreman, 2009). Lillehaugen and Foreman summarize three
major criteria for evaluating this class of words in Zapotec languages: (1) only PPs (not
NPs) can function as locative adjuncts, (2) positional verbs can only select for PP (not NP)
complements, and (3) body-part locatives can not be modified by quantifiers or adjectives,
but nouns can. We can examine these criteria for the body-part and non-body-part locatives
in Triqui to determine if they are functionally prepositions.

Table 5: Prepositions in Itunyoso Triqui: nominal glosses are given first, followed by locative
glosses on the following line

Body-part Gloss Non-body-part Gloss
locatives locatives
rian32 [Riã

32] ‘face’ chu4ba43 [tSu
4
Ba

43] ‘seed, insides’
‘to, toward, in front of’ ‘inside of’
‘on top of (standing obj)’

ri3ki3 [Ri
3
ki

3] ‘stomach’ che3cheh2 [tSe
3
tSeP

2] (no nominal meaning)
‘below, beneath, between’ ‘outside of’

ka3tin1 [ka
3
t̃ı
1] ‘hip, waist’ chi3hninj5 [tSi

3P
ñıH

5] ‘side’
’next to’ ‘next to’

chi3raj5 [tSi
3
RaH

5] ‘back’ ru3ku4 [Ru
3
ku

4] (no nominal meaning)
‘on top of (lying object)’ ‘behind, after’

chi3hi4 [tSi
3
Pi

4] (no nominal) ska4nij4 [ska
4
ñıH

4] ‘gap (in house, wall)’
‘about’ ‘between (obj w/gap)’

ta2nin2 (no nominal meaning)
‘in the middle of’

To evaluate these criteria in Triqui, we consider the set of nouns which may be used
with locative meaning, shown in Table 5. The set of words on the left are all body parts

10These are also called relational nouns, though questions persist over whether they are more like prepo-
sitions or remain nominal.
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 e. ru³ku⁴  beh³   f. ta²nin²  beh³ 
  behind  house    middle.of house 
  'behind the house'    'in the middle of the house' 
  *'the back part of the house'   *'the middle part of the house' 
 
(10) It is possible to quantify all those that are interpreted nominally here. 
 
 bbij¹ rian³²  'two faces' 
 bbij¹ ri³ki³  'two stomachs' 
 bbij¹ chu⁴ba⁴³ 'two insides' 
 bbij¹ chi³hninj⁵ 'two sides' 
 bbij¹ ska⁴ninj⁴ 'two gaps' 
 *bbij¹ che³cheh² 'two outer parts' 
 *bbij¹ ru³ku⁴  'two backs' 
 *bbij¹ ta²nin²  'two middle parts' 
 
(11) What about the locative adjunct criterion? The criteria are not so clear. Locative adjuncts 

do not require an overt locative marker at all. In fact, it is ungrammatical with 'go.' 
 
(12) a. Ka³hanj² nih² sinh³ ya³kwej³ 
  perf.go  pl child Oaxaca 
  'The children went to Oaxaca.' 
 
 b. *Ka³hanj² nih² sinh³ rian³²  ya³kwej³ 
  perf.go  pl child to/face  Oaxaca 
  'The children went to Oaxaca.' 
 
 c. Nne³  nih² sinh³ (chu⁴ba⁴³) ya³kwej³ 
  be.sitting pl child (inside.of) Oaxaca 
  'The children are in (inside of) Oaxaca.' 
 
(13) Though, Triqui distinguishes between toponyms and smaller containers - you do not say 

"in Oaxaca", but you have to say "in my car." 
 
(14) a. A³raj⁵=sij³ chu⁴ba⁴³ si³-ka²min⁴³=sij³ 
  sing=3m inside  poss'd-car=3m 
  'He is singing in his car.' 
 
 b. *A³raj⁵=sij³ si³-ka²min⁴³=sij³ 
  sing=3m poss'd-car=3m 
  'He is singing in his car.' 
 
(15) What about the positional verbs requiring locative (PP) adjuncts criterion? 
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(16) Examples - the verb ttaj⁵ requires a locative adjunct. 
 

  
 
(17) So does the verb nne³, but recall that it depends on the size of the location. 
 

  
 
(18) We can check off Itunyoso Triqui as satisfying this criterion, clearly. Though, we have a 

caveat that it is semantically incongruent to place an object on a toponym, but smaller 
objects with clear physical orientations (tables, houses, shovels, trees, etc) require overt 
locative adjuncts with positional verbs. 

 
(20) What about quantifier or adjectival manipulation as our last criterion? We expect this 

with nouns, but not prepositions. 
 
(21) With 'put on top of', the quantifier can not precede the word 'face.' There is no possible 

nominal interpretation of this body-part locative. 
 

 
 
(22) We have a similar finding with the word 'outside of', though note that this is already not 

considered a noun. 
 
 
 
 

From the examples here, we observe that nominal adjuncts are perfectly possible without
a body-part or non-body-part locative. Though, it appears that this distinction also hinges
on the type of location being encoded.

4.2 Categorical selection

The second criterion provided by Lillehaugen and Foreman (2009) involves a selectional
restriction for PP (not NP) complements with positional verbs. Like most Otomanguean
languages, Itunyoso Triqui possesses a set of verbs encoding both the orientation and position
of the entity, e.g. u

3
ruj

2 ‘to place something on the ground lying down.’ Verbs encoding
spatial relations must include information on the object’s orientation. In other words, there
is no basic verb for ‘to be (in)’ or ‘to put’ in Triqui, but rather only ‘to be sitting’, ‘to
be lying’, and ‘to be standing.’ As in the Zapotec varieties described by Lillehaugen and
Foreman (2009), verbs like these in Itunyoso Triqui require locative adjuncts. They are
ungrammatical without them, as shown in examples (32a - 33b).

(32) a. Ttaj5

be.on.top
ba4su43

glass
rian32

face
me4sa43

table
‘The glass is on (the surface of) the table.’

b. *Ttaj5

be.on.top
ba4su43

glass
me4sa43

table
‘The glass is on (the surface of) the table.’

(33) a. Nne3

be.sitting
ba4su43

glass
ri3ki3

stomach
me4sa43

table
‘The glass is sitting under the table.’

b. *Nne3

be.sitting
ba4su43

glass
me4sa43

table
‘The glass is sitting under the table.’

A simple noun phrase does not appear to be possible as a complement for positional verbs,
but if we recall example (28), we can omit a locative marker if a toponym is the location
of ‘sitting.’ Thus, we may need to distinguish between requirements for locative adjuncts
among stative and motion predicates. It is semantically incongruent to place an object on a

toponym, but smaller objects with clear physical orientations (tables, houses, shovels, trees,
etc) require overt locative adjuncts with positional verbs. Despite this nuance, the Itunyoso
Triqui data here supports the idea that locative adjuncts are not nominal adjuncts and,
therefore, that body-part locatives are more prepositional than nominal.

4.3 Quantifier or adjectival manipulation

The third test for locative part of speech involves examining whether they may be modified
by quantifiers or adjectives. Quantification turns out not to be an ideal test for determining
part of speech among most Triqui locatives. Locatives may be preceded or followed by a
quantifier. It is more common for quantifiers to precede nouns within the locative phrase,
but they may precede the locative with a minor change in meaning/use.

From the examples here, we observe that nominal adjuncts are perfectly possible without
a body-part or non-body-part locative. Though, it appears that this distinction also hinges
on the type of location being encoded.

4.2 Categorical selection

The second criterion provided by Lillehaugen and Foreman (2009) involves a selectional
restriction for PP (not NP) complements with positional verbs. Like most Otomanguean
languages, Itunyoso Triqui possesses a set of verbs encoding both the orientation and position
of the entity, e.g. u

3
ruj

2 ‘to place something on the ground lying down.’ Verbs encoding
spatial relations must include information on the object’s orientation. In other words, there
is no basic verb for ‘to be (in)’ or ‘to put’ in Triqui, but rather only ‘to be sitting’, ‘to
be lying’, and ‘to be standing.’ As in the Zapotec varieties described by Lillehaugen and
Foreman (2009), verbs like these in Itunyoso Triqui require locative adjuncts. They are
ungrammatical without them, as shown in examples (32a - 33b).

(32) a. Ttaj5

be.on.top
ba4su43

glass
rian32

face
me4sa43

table
‘The glass is on (the surface of) the table.’

b. *Ttaj5

be.on.top
ba4su43

glass
me4sa43

table
‘The glass is on (the surface of) the table.’

(33) a. Nne3

be.sitting
ba4su43

glass
ri3ki3

stomach
me4sa43

table
‘The glass is sitting under the table.’

b. *Nne3

be.sitting
ba4su43

glass
me4sa43

table
‘The glass is sitting under the table.’

A simple noun phrase does not appear to be possible as a complement for positional verbs,
but if we recall example (28), we can omit a locative marker if a toponym is the location
of ‘sitting.’ Thus, we may need to distinguish between requirements for locative adjuncts
among stative and motion predicates. It is semantically incongruent to place an object on a

toponym, but smaller objects with clear physical orientations (tables, houses, shovels, trees,
etc) require overt locative adjuncts with positional verbs. Despite this nuance, the Itunyoso
Triqui data here supports the idea that locative adjuncts are not nominal adjuncts and,
therefore, that body-part locatives are more prepositional than nominal.

4.3 Quantifier or adjectival manipulation

The third test for locative part of speech involves examining whether they may be modified
by quantifiers or adjectives. Quantification turns out not to be an ideal test for determining
part of speech among most Triqui locatives. Locatives may be preceded or followed by a
quantifier. It is more common for quantifiers to precede nouns within the locative phrase,
but they may precede the locative with a minor change in meaning/use.

For the most frequent locative rian
32 ‘face; to, toward, on’, quantifiers may not precede

the locative. This particular locative thus appears to pattern like the Zapotec locatives
described in Lillehaugen and Foreman (2009). Examples (34a) and (34b) demonstrate that
one can not simultaneously quantify rian

32 and maintain a locative relation. Examples (35a)
and (35b) demonstrate the same thing for the word che

3
cheh

2 ‘outside.’

(34) a. K-u4taj4

perf-put.on.top.1s
yyaj32

flower
rian32

face
bbij1

two
me4sa43

table
‘I put the flowers on top of (the surface of) the two tables.’

b. *K-u4taj4

perf-put.on.top.1s
yyaj32

flower
bbij1

two
rian32

face
me4sa43

table
‘I put the flowers on top of (the surface of) the two tables.’

(35) a. Ka3han32

perf.go.1s
che3cheh2

outside
ba1hninj1

three
tu3kwa4=sij3

house.of=3m
‘I went outside of his three houses.’

b. *Ka3han32

perf.go.1s
ba1hninj1

three
che3cheh2

outside
tu3kwa4=sij3

house.of=3m
‘I went outside of his three houses.’

Now, it may seem odd to even discuss examples like those in (35a) and (35b). After all,
isn’t che3cheh2 ‘outside of’ already clearly a preposition because it has no nominal interpre-
tation? As it turns out, for the other body-part locatives and non-body-part locatives, a
quantifier may equally occur before the locative or before the post-locative noun. Observe
the examples in (36a - 37b).

(36) a. K-a4chinj4

perf-pass.1s
ri3ki3

stomach
bbij1

two
beh3.
house

‘I passed under two houses.’

b. K-a4chinj4

perf-pass.1s
bbij1

two
ri3ki3

stomach
beh3.
house

‘I passed under two houses.’

(37) a. K-a4chinj4

perf-pass.1s
chi3raj5

back
ba1hninj1

three
beh3.
house

‘I passed behind three houses.’

b. K-a4chinj4

perf-pass.1s
ba1hninj1

three
chi3raj5

back
beh3.
house

‘I passed behind three houses.’

The readings associated with the sentences in examples (36b) and (37b)are considered
slightly poetic, but are still grammatical in Itunyoso Triqui. As it turns out though, this
placement of the quantifier before the locative is also grammatical for the non-body-part
locatives, whether they have a nominal reading or not. Observe the examples in (38a - 41b).

(38) a. K-a3toj2=nej3

perf-sleep=3p
chu4ba43

insides
ba1hninj1

three
beh3.
house

‘They slept inside the three houses.’
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(23) However, it seems like we can put a quantifier before or after the other nominal locatives 

here, with a slightly poetic reading in the (b) examples. 
 

  
 
(24) But the problem is that you can also do this with the non-body-part locatives that have no 

nominal reading. So, perhaps this word order change is not targeting nominals. 
 

  

For the most frequent locative rian
32 ‘face; to, toward, on’, quantifiers may not precede

the locative. This particular locative thus appears to pattern like the Zapotec locatives
described in Lillehaugen and Foreman (2009). Examples (34a) and (34b) demonstrate that
one can not simultaneously quantify rian

32 and maintain a locative relation. Examples (35a)
and (35b) demonstrate the same thing for the word che

3
cheh

2 ‘outside.’

(34) a. K-u4taj4

perf-put.on.top.1s
yyaj32

flower
rian32

face
bbij1

two
me4sa43

table
‘I put the flowers on top of (the surface of) the two tables.’

b. *K-u4taj4

perf-put.on.top.1s
yyaj32

flower
bbij1

two
rian32

face
me4sa43

table
‘I put the flowers on top of (the surface of) the two tables.’

(35) a. Ka3han32

perf.go.1s
che3cheh2

outside
ba1hninj1

three
tu3kwa4=sij3

house.of=3m
‘I went outside of his three houses.’

b. *Ka3han32

perf.go.1s
ba1hninj1

three
che3cheh2

outside
tu3kwa4=sij3

house.of=3m
‘I went outside of his three houses.’

Now, it may seem odd to even discuss examples like those in (35a) and (35b). After all,
isn’t che3cheh2 ‘outside of’ already clearly a preposition because it has no nominal interpre-
tation? As it turns out, for the other body-part locatives and non-body-part locatives, a
quantifier may equally occur before the locative or before the post-locative noun. Observe
the examples in (36a - 37b).

(36) a. K-a4chinj4

perf-pass.1s
ri3ki3

stomach
bbij1

two
beh3.
house

‘I passed under two houses.’

b. K-a4chinj4

perf-pass.1s
bbij1

two
ri3ki3

stomach
beh3.
house

‘I passed under two houses.’

(37) a. K-a4chinj4

perf-pass.1s
chi3raj5

back
ba1hninj1

three
beh3.
house

‘I passed behind three houses.’

b. K-a4chinj4

perf-pass.1s
ba1hninj1

three
chi3raj5

back
beh3.
house

‘I passed behind three houses.’

The readings associated with the sentences in examples (36b) and (37b)are considered
slightly poetic, but are still grammatical in Itunyoso Triqui. As it turns out though, this
placement of the quantifier before the locative is also grammatical for the non-body-part
locatives, whether they have a nominal reading or not. Observe the examples in (38a - 41b).

(38) a. K-a3toj2=nej3

perf-sleep=3p
chu4ba43

insides
ba1hninj1

three
beh3.
house

‘They slept inside the three houses.’

For the most frequent locative rian
32 ‘face; to, toward, on’, quantifiers may not precede

the locative. This particular locative thus appears to pattern like the Zapotec locatives
described in Lillehaugen and Foreman (2009). Examples (34a) and (34b) demonstrate that
one can not simultaneously quantify rian

32 and maintain a locative relation. Examples (35a)
and (35b) demonstrate the same thing for the word che

3
cheh

2 ‘outside.’

(34) a. K-u4taj4

perf-put.on.top.1s
yyaj32

flower
rian32

face
bbij1

two
me4sa43

table
‘I put the flowers on top of (the surface of) the two tables.’

b. *K-u4taj4

perf-put.on.top.1s
yyaj32

flower
bbij1

two
rian32

face
me4sa43

table
‘I put the flowers on top of (the surface of) the two tables.’

(35) a. Ka3han32

perf.go.1s
che3cheh2

outside
ba1hninj1

three
tu3kwa4=sij3

house.of=3m
‘I went outside of his three houses.’

b. *Ka3han32

perf.go.1s
ba1hninj1

three
che3cheh2

outside
tu3kwa4=sij3

house.of=3m
‘I went outside of his three houses.’

Now, it may seem odd to even discuss examples like those in (35a) and (35b). After all,
isn’t che3cheh2 ‘outside of’ already clearly a preposition because it has no nominal interpre-
tation? As it turns out, for the other body-part locatives and non-body-part locatives, a
quantifier may equally occur before the locative or before the post-locative noun. Observe
the examples in (36a - 37b).

(36) a. K-a4chinj4

perf-pass.1s
ri3ki3

stomach
bbij1

two
beh3.
house

‘I passed under two houses.’

b. K-a4chinj4

perf-pass.1s
bbij1

two
ri3ki3

stomach
beh3.
house

‘I passed under two houses.’

(37) a. K-a4chinj4

perf-pass.1s
chi3raj5

back
ba1hninj1

three
beh3.
house

‘I passed behind three houses.’

b. K-a4chinj4

perf-pass.1s
ba1hninj1

three
chi3raj5

back
beh3.
house

‘I passed behind three houses.’

The readings associated with the sentences in examples (36b) and (37b)are considered
slightly poetic, but are still grammatical in Itunyoso Triqui. As it turns out though, this
placement of the quantifier before the locative is also grammatical for the non-body-part
locatives, whether they have a nominal reading or not. Observe the examples in (38a - 41b).

(38) a. K-a3toj2=nej3

perf-sleep=3p
chu4ba43

insides
ba1hninj1

three
beh3.
house

‘They slept inside the three houses.’

b. K-a3toj2=nej3

perf-sleep=3p
ba1hninj1

three
chu4ba43

insides
beh3.
house

‘They slept inside the three houses.’

(39) a. K-a4chinj4

perf-pass.1s
ska4ninj4

gap
bbij1

two
beh3.
house

‘I passed between two houses.’

b. K-a4chinj4

perf-pass.1s
bbij1

two
ska4ninj4

gap
beh3.
house

‘I passed between two houses.’

(40) a. K-a4chinj4

perf-pass.1s
ru3ku4

behind
ba1hninj1

three
beh3.
house

‘I passed behind three houses.’

b. K-a4chinj4

perf-pass.1s
ba1hninj1

three
ru3ku4

behind
beh3.
house

‘I passed behind three houses.’

(41) a. Nne3=sij3

sit=3m
ta2nin2

middle.of
ba1hninj1

three
beh3.
house

‘He is sitting in the middle of three houses.’

b. Nne3=sij3

sit=3m
ba1hninj1

three
ta2nin2

middle.of
beh3.
house

‘He is sitting in the middle of three houses.’

Examples (38a - 39b) involve two non-body-part locatives which also have nominal read-
ings – they can each be quantified independently from a locative construction. Examples
(40a - 41b) do not have nominal readings – they are never quantifiable and seem to otherwise
behave like prepositions. Yet, movement of the quantifier before the locative is possible in
all cases.

4.4 Are locatives nominal? Mostly.

Clear prepositions are never quantifiable in any context, as they have no nominal inter-
pretation, i.e. *bbij1 ru

3
ku

4; two behind. However, as we observed, the object noun in
prepositional phrases can be quantified by moving the quantifier before the locative, regard-
less of whether the locative has prepositional or nominal characteristics. The only conclusive
criterion for the part of speech of body-part and nominal non-body-part locatives is the pat-
tern of categorical selection. Certain verbs require locative adjuncts and these may not be
nominal. Additionally, the most frequent locative, rian32 ‘face’ appears to be treated as a
locative preposition in Itunyoso Triqui. However, following the criteria set forth in Lillehau-
gen and Foreman (2009), the remainder of the locatives with a nominal interpretation seem
to remain nouns in locative constructions.

An attractive alternative here is one where we consider the prototypicality of adpositions.
Consider that the word for ‘face’ may encode four separate meanings: ‘to (marking recip-
ients)’, ‘towards’, ‘in front of’, ‘on the surface of; against.’ The remaining body-part and
non-body-part locatives have more limited uses. Perhaps the number of possible locative
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(25) Perhaps there is just a cline of adpositionality? Some things like 'face' are clearly 
prepositions - body-parts that, when used in locative expressions, change their part of 
speech. Others remain more or less nominal. 

 

 
(26) We also perhaps need better criteria. For now, it seems like Triqui has things that are 

more prototypically prepositional and things that remain locative nouns. 
 
II. Adjectives 
 
(27) Itunyoso Triqui has three types of things that one might call "adjectives" and two 

overlapping types of things that one might "adverbs." 
 
(28) Adjectival types 
 
 (a) There are post-nominal words that appear in noun phrases and which appear to be 

 adjective-like. 
 (b) There are post-nominal words that resemble the group in (a) but which are stative  
  predicates. 
 (c) There are words that appear after the auxiliary ba² 'be' which, together, function as 

 a stative predicate, but independently might be adjectives. 
 
(29) What about the first set in (a)? 
 a. cchej³²  ka¹tin¹ 
  road  narrow 
  'the narrow road' 
 
 b. sinh³  li⁴³ 
  child  small 
  'the small child' 
  
 c. beh³  xi³ 
  house  big 
  'the big house' 

senses involved with a body-part locative influences the degree in which it displays more
prototypical adpositional features. In this case, there is perhaps a gradual process where
locative nouns (involving body parts or not) gradually acquire more adpositional restrictions
as they grammaticalize, as we observe in Table 6.

Table 6: Prepositional cline (adpositional ¿ nominal)

Preposition Denominal Some prepositional Locative
preposition characteristics noun

che3cheh2 rian32 ri3ki3 ka3tin1

‘outside of’ ‘face; to, toward, on’ ‘stomach; under’ ‘hip, waist; next to’
ru3ku4 chi3raj5

‘behind’ ‘back; behind’
ta2nin2 chi3hninj5

‘in the middle of’ ‘side; next to’
chu4ba43

‘insides; inside of’
ska4ninj4

‘gap; between’

5 Are there adjectives?

Itunyoso Triqui possesses (a) a large set of adjectival morphemes which take an optional ha-
bitual/progressive auxiliary when used predicatively alongside (b) a set of stative predicates
that seem to function more specifically like verbs in terms of their morphology and co-
occurrence restrictions. The first set in (a) may appear post-nominally within noun phrases,
while the second set in (b) are most often interpreted as verbs in this position with a pre-
verbal subject noun under focus. The first set are shown below in examples (42) - (45).
The examples we see from text corpora in (44) and (45) clarify that these are interpreted as
adjectives in Triqui discourse.

(42) cchej32

road
ka1tin1

narrow
‘the narrow road’

(43) sinh3

child
li43

small
‘the small child’

(44) Chah4

Actually
si3

that
hnah2

pot.come
ngo2

one
cchej32

road
ka1tin1

narrow
li43

small
rian32

face
tu3kwa4=nej3

house.of=3p
‘Actually, a small, narrow road would come out in front of their house.’

(Line 46; Cuento de señora que engaño a su esposo; 06/10/2015; Marcelino Hernández

Pérez and Wilfrido Cruz Mart́ınez)
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(30) This class of words can appear in expressions with quantifiers, suggesting that they are 
within a noun phrase. 

 

 
(31) Within class (b), we have stative predicates. These appear before or after the noun if the 

noun is fronted due to focus. 
 
 (a) Na³chanh³ re³to³² 
  be.folded blanket 
  'the blanket is folded' 
 
 (b) re³to³²  na³chanh³   Focus construction 
  blanket be.folded 
  'the folded blanket' = 'the blanket (that) is folded' 
 
(32) Now, (31b) looks an awful lot like the examples in (29). Yet, if this set of stative 

predicates were truly adjectives, we'd expect them to appear in larger phrases with 
quantifiers, like we get in (30). 

 
(33) A³roj²  nih² ttanj³ a³hbij²  ta³ 
 grab.1s  pl thorn be.prickly dem 
 'I am grabbing those prickly thorns.' ~ 'I am grabbing those thorns (that) are prickly.' 
 
(34) They do appear in such phrases, but as relative clauses (most probably). Note that words 

like 'be.folded' or 'be.prickly' also take aspectual prefixes, so there is stronger evidence to 
consider them verbal. 

 
(35) Moreover, this class of stative predicates can not take the auxiliary when used 

predicatively. This means that these are verbal. 
 
 *Ba³² na³chanh³ re³to³² 
 be be.folded blanket 
 'the blanket is folded' 
 
(36) The class in (a) usually appear with ba²/ba³², 'to be', as adjectival predicates. Though,  

complicating matters is that, in the imperfective, you can omit the auxiliary altogether. 
Why does this complicate things? Compare (29a) to (36a). It looks like we shift from a 
stative verb to an adjective just based on the relative ordering. 

 

senses involved with a body-part locative influences the degree in which it displays more
prototypical adpositional features. In this case, there is perhaps a gradual process where
locative nouns (involving body parts or not) gradually acquire more adpositional restrictions
as they grammaticalize, as we observe in Table 6.

Table 6: Prepositional cline (adpositional ¿ nominal)

Preposition Denominal Some prepositional Locative
preposition characteristics noun

che3cheh2 rian32 ri3ki3 ka3tin1

‘outside of’ ‘face; to, toward, on’ ‘stomach; under’ ‘hip, waist; next to’
ru3ku4 chi3raj5

‘behind’ ‘back; behind’
ta2nin2 chi3hninj5

‘in the middle of’ ‘side; next to’
chu4ba43

‘insides; inside of’
ska4ninj4

‘gap; between’

5 Are there adjectives?

Itunyoso Triqui possesses (a) a large set of adjectival morphemes which take an optional ha-
bitual/progressive auxiliary when used predicatively alongside (b) a set of stative predicates
that seem to function more specifically like verbs in terms of their morphology and co-
occurrence restrictions. The first set in (a) may appear post-nominally within noun phrases,
while the second set in (b) are most often interpreted as verbs in this position with a pre-
verbal subject noun under focus. The first set are shown below in examples (42) - (45).
The examples we see from text corpora in (44) and (45) clarify that these are interpreted as
adjectives in Triqui discourse.

(42) cchej32

road
ka1tin1

narrow
‘the narrow road’

(43) sinh3

child
li43

small
‘the small child’

(44) Chah4

Actually
si3

that
hnah2

pot.come
ngo2

one
cchej32

road
ka1tin1

narrow
li43

small
rian32

face
tu3kwa4=nej3

house.of=3p
‘Actually, a small, narrow road would come out in front of their house.’

(Line 46; Cuento de señora que engaño a su esposo; 06/10/2015; Marcelino Hernández

Pérez and Wilfrido Cruz Mart́ınez)
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(37) Auxiliary dropping is not possible when a perfective/potential reading is required though, 

so I believe this is something that just makes it appear that the part of speech is 
determined by a simple word order shift. 

 
(38) The examples like we see in (36) illustrate the group in (28c). More examples are given 

here. Is there a rhyme or reason to the auxiliary omission? There does not appear to be. 
 

Ba² is optional Gloss Ba² is required Gloss 
cha¹kan²=sij³ 'he is tall' ba² ya¹ko³=sij³ 'he is poor' 
ya¹hyi¹=sij³ 'he is heavy' ba² na¹ka¹ ra³sun³² 'the thing is new' 
ccheh²=sij³ 'he is short' ba² ya³hmanh³=sij³ 'he is fat' 
sah¹=sij³ 'he is good' ba² me³te³=sij³ 'he is skinny' 
si¹kah¹ cchrun³ 'the wood is hard' ba² hbi¹ kkan³ 'the squash is raw' 
so²ho³=sij³ 'he is deaf' ba² cha¹na¹ ne³hej³ 'the baby is cute' 
bi²hi³=sij³ 'he is light-haired' ba² xi³=sij³ 'he is big' 
bba¹ chi⁴lu⁴³ 'the knife is sharp' ba² li⁴³=sij³ 'he is small' 
bbe³=sij³ 'he is brave' ba² ma²re³=chuj³ 'the animal is red' 
ka¹rah¹ cchej³² 'the road is wide' ba² ma²re³¹=chuj³ 'the animal is green' 
ku¹nun¹ bbej³² 'the cave is deep' ba² ttaj³=chuj³ 'the animal is blue' 
na¹ko¹ a⁴sij⁴ 'the clothes are dry'   
ni²ki³=sij³ 'he is poor'   
nne¹=sij³ 'he is naked'   

 
(39) Adjectives (a) There are post-nominal words that appear in noun phrases and  

   which appear to be adjective-like. 
 Verbs  (b) There are post-nominal words that resemble the group in (a) but  

   which are stative predicates. 
 Adjectives (c) There are words that appear after the auxiliary ba² 'be' which,  

   together, function as a stative predicate, but independently might  
   be adjectives. 

 

(45) Hnah3

come
nih2

pl
cha3taj2

bird
li43

small
nej3

also
‘Small birds also were coming.’

(Line 142; Cuento del sol y la luna; 07/2/2013; Rosa Mart́ınez Santiago)

The same predicates here may behave as verbs when they precede a noun. In these
constructions, certain morphemes from this set seem to always require the auxiliary verb
ba

32 ‘be/exist’ if the resulting predicate appears in the progressive/habitual.11 This is true
for morphemes such as ‘fat’, ‘big’, ‘small’, ‘poor’, ‘new’, and the colors. For other morphemes
– words such as ‘tall’, ‘short’, ‘heavy’, ‘poor’, ‘narrow’, ‘dry’, etc – the auxiliary is optional.12

There does not seem to be any semantic distinction between these types of morphemes. Note
that in the perfective or potential, the auxiliary is required for all adjectives, regardless of
whether they require one with a habitual/progressive reading. Note also that no morphology
distinguishes the adjectival form from the verbal form here – it is entirely word order relative
to the noun and the optional auxiliary. Observe the examples (46a) - (46d).

(46) a. (Ba32)
(be)

ka1tin1

narrow
cchej32

road
‘The road is narrow.’

b. Ka32

perf.be
ka1tin1

narrow
cchej32

road
‘The road was narrow.’

c. Ba32

be
ka1tinj1.
narrow.1s

‘I am skinny.’

d. Ka32

perf.be
ka1tin1=sij3.
narrow=3m

‘He was skinny.’

In sentences (42 - 45), note that phrases with post-nominal marking may also be followed
by the demonstratives ta

3 ‘that, this’ (discourse referent); nan3 ‘this/these’ (proximal); or
man

3 ‘that/those’ (distal). Since these demonstratives only appear within noun phrases, it
suggests that these words are adjectival here and not verbal. Examples (47) and (48) show
the adjectives followed by demonstratives in complex noun phrases. Since they can appear
in noun phrases with quantified nouns and demonstratives, the morphemes in set (a) might
be analyzed as adjectives in the language.

(47) Hyaj3

do
**saludando*
greeting

sinh3

child
li43

small
ta3

that
rian32

face
kwa3hlah3.
frog

‘That small child is greeting (to) the frogs.’

(Line 79; Rana, dónde estás?; 06/4/2017; Adolfo López Mart́ınez)

11Bare verbs without a perfective or potential prefix have either a habitual or progressive reading.
12There are two words for ‘poor’ in Triqui – ni2ki3 and ya1ko3. The former does not require an auxiliary,

while the latter does require one.
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(40) So, it seems like we have a good analysis here so far, but it's worth noting that many 
adjectives in group (c) above can never appear in contexts like (a), post-nominally. 

 

  
 
(41) But there's an overlap here - note that li⁴³ can occur with ba² in the table in (38), meaning 

that it is in group (a) and group (c). Is this usage in (40c) just another example of ba² 
omission? If so, everything is a verb and perhaps there are no adjectives at all!  

 
(42) You might also notice that there is a strong tendency for many post-nominal modifiers to 

be tone /1/! Historically, in Mixtecan, there was a process of forming adjectives via tone 
change. We do not observe many pairs in the Triqui lexicon, but a few. 

 
 mmin¹  'unbaptized'   (adjective) 
 mmin⁴  'unbaptized person' (noun) 
 
 na¹ko¹  'dry'    (adjective) 
 na³ko¹  'to get dry (intr)'  (verb) 
 
III. Adverbs (and also, more adjectives) 
 
(41) Just like with adjectives, there are a few types of things that could be interpreted as 

adverbs in Itunyoso Triqui. 
 
 (a) Pre-verbal elements that are external to the main clause. 
 (b) Post-verbal elements that modify the verb in some way. 
 (c) Things that fall into both (a) and (b) 
  
(42) Considering (a), there are many words which appear to modify the clause in some way 

and which may consist of a phrase as well with a conventionalized meaning. 

   

(51) K-u4taj4

perf-place.above.1s
re3to32

blanket
na3chanh3

be.folded
rian32

face
ka4ma43

bed
‘I have put the folded blanket on the bed’ ¡ ‘I have put the blanket (that) is folded
on the bed.’

(52) a. A3hbij2

prick
ttanj3

thorn
yunj1

1s.obj
‘The thorn is pricking me.’

b. A3roj3

grab.1s
nih2

pl
ttanj3

thorn
a3hbij2

prick
ta3

this/that
‘I am grabbing those prickly thorns.’ ¡ ‘I am grabbing those thorns that prick.’

If a relative clause reading is possible here for morphemes that the language clearly
treats as verbs, then might it also be possible for post-nominal adjectives which otherwise
require the auxiliary ba

2 to accompany them when used predicatively? If so, it would mean
that there are no simple criteria based on word order within an NP that would distinguish
between adjectives and stative verbs. It seems likely that the morphological criterion based
on aspectual prefixation and the use of the auxiliary ba

2 are stronger evidence for the split
between the two parts of speech.

Complicating matters though is the observation that several of the adjectival morphemes
in (a) may not be used attributively – the auxiliary + adjective verbal construction is always
required. Examples (53a - 54b) show that certain adjectival morphemes just may not appear
attributively within noun phrases, but instead require an auxiliary and are relative clauses.
So, what is treated in Itunyoso Triqui morphology as an adjective does not strictly predict
what can be used attributively or not within noun phrases.

(53) a. Ki3-ni3hinj5

perf-see/know.1s
ngwi31

person
cha1na1

female
ba2

be
chi1ni1

drunk
‘I saw the woman (who) was drunk.’

b. *Ki3-ni3hinj5

perf-see/know.1s
ngwi31

person
cha1na1

female
chi1ni1

drunk
‘I saw the drunk woman.’

c. Ki3-ni3hinj5

perf-see/know.1s
ngwi31

person
cha1na1

female
li43

small
‘I saw the short woman.’

(54) a. Sinj5

man
li43

small
ni2

and
ya1ko3

poor
ba2=sij3,
be=3m,

ku3-chu4man43=sij3

perf-arrive=3m
‘The small man (who) was poor, he arrived.’

b. *Sinj5

man
li43

small
ni2

and
ya1ko3

poor
ku3-chu4man43

perf-arrive
‘The poor small man arrived.’

6 Are there adverbs?

Itunyoso Triqui has a fairly large set of adverbs – approximately 156 are identified at the
time of writing. These include both a large set of temporal adverbs (months of the year, days
of the week, today, now, tomorrow, all-day, right-away, repeatedly, etc) and those encoding
manner. Also included in the lexicon are adverbial phrases like na

4
na

4
toj

3
li
43 ‘in a little

while’ lit. in.a.while+little(noun)+small; and man
3
sah

1
che

3 ‘possibly’, lit. that (distal)
+good+very; which are used constructionally in the language with either decompositional
or non-decompositional meanings.

Adverbs are specifically not verbal since, unlike verbs, they are left unmarked for either
perfective or potential aspect. They are also specifically non-adjectival since they never co-
occur with the auxiliary ba

2. Though, functionally, adjectives used predicatively with an
auxiliary may function as adverbial phrases in translation, as we observe in Example (55).

(55) Ba2

be/exist
ta2haj2

times
a3kin43=sij3

call.1s=3s
‘Sometimes I call him.’ ⇠ ‘There are times (that) I call him.’

All adverbs in Itunyoso Triqui may occur pre-verbally or after the verbal arguments.
A restricted set may occur post-verbally between the verb and the clitic. This position
is especially privileged in the language and adverbs that occur here are limited. These
adverbs almost entirely delimit or restrict the interpretation of the aspect marking on verbs.
Thus, adverbs encoding manner of motion never occur post-verbally. This results in a very
large set of tense, aspect, and mood interpretations in Triqui discourse even though only
aspect is marked on the verbal root. Functionally, it also means that the complex clitic
morphophonology discussed in the chapter on morphology must apply to the adverb instead
of the verbal root. Finally, adverbial phrases like ‘in a little while’ above never occur post-
verbally preceding a subject clitic. All adverbs occurring in the post-verbal position are
monomorphemic.

We observe a common temporal adverb in Example (56a) in the pre-verbal position, but
the same adverb may not occur post-verbally in Example (56b) either with the intended
1s clitic (which would involve tonal changes on the root and toggling morphology (DiCanio
et al., 2020) were it to apply) or with non-speech-act participant clitics which do not change
the phonology of the root, as in Example (56c). Thus, the restriction from certain adverbs
occurring post-verbally is completely unrelated to whether the root may be tonally modified
with clitic morphophonology – it is unrelated to morphological boundaries.

(56) a. A3kwa4hnin43

now
k-a3kin43=sij3

perf-call.1s=3m
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(43) There are several words which appear only in the pre-verbal position; group (a) 
  
a³baj³ rápidamente quickly 
a³kwanh³ ahora now 
ba¹ ya already 
ba² nga¹ todavía still 
be⁴ cche³ cómodamente comfortably 
che³ muy very 
kkaj¹³ perfectamente perfectly 
kwih³ tempranamente early 
ngo² completamente completely 
ra³ran³² fuertemente strongly 
ta²haj² a veces sometimes 
ta³neh³ simplemente simply 
ta³ru¹ku¹ últimamente lastly 
ta³yun¹ necesariamente necessarily 
taj¹³ apenas just (temporal) 
ti⁴tin⁴ quietamente quietly 
to¹toh¹ poco a poco little by little 

 
(44) Example, line 6 from Cuento de la lagartija y la hierba; Mario Hernández Pérez and 

Wilfrido Cruz Martínez, 6/10/15. 
 
"ra³ran³² ku²-nun³²=reh¹  ni² si²  ki¹-rih¹  nu³kwaj³..." 
strongly POT-be.inside=2S and NEG.CMD POT-lose be.strong 
 
a³taj³ kkoj³ rej³  mmah⁴ 
say herb PART.think compadre.Q 
 
"Vigilantly stay inside and don't lose hope", says the herb, supposedly, compadre. 
 
(45) There are also many words, in group (b), which modify the meaning of the verb and 

appear post-verbally before subject marking. 
 
(46) a. A³kinj⁵ nu²kwi²³=sij³=yunj¹  b. A³kinj⁵ nu²kwih⁵=sij³  
  call all.day=3M=1S.OBJ   call all.day.1S=3M 
  'He calls me all day long.'   'I call him all day long.' 
 
(47) Note that endoclitics apply to the post-verbal modifier here, not to the verb. So, 

speakers/listeners must also know tonal derivations for these. 
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(48) Complicating things is the observation that many of these post-verbal modifiers may also 
occur pre-verbally with no apparent change in meaning. 

 
(49) a. Nu²kwi²³ a³kin⁴³=sij³  b. A³kinj⁵ nu²kwih⁵=sij³  
  all.day  call.1S=3S   call all.day.1s=3m 
  'I call him all day long.'   'I call him all day long.' 
 
(50) A few from this set obligatorily only occur in post-verbal position: ke¹ 'keep doing', yun¹ 

'only, just', nun³² 'for a while.' These can not occur pre-verbally.  
 
 a. Nne³ ke¹ Juan   b. Cha⁴³  yun¹=unj³ 
  sit keep Juan    PERF.eat only=3F 
  'Juan keeps sitting.'    'She only ate (nothing else)' 
 
  *ke¹ nne³ Juan    *yun¹  cha⁴³=unj³ 
 
 c. Nne³ nun³²=sij³ ni³kyanj⁵ 
  sit a.while=3m Tlaxiaco 
  'He is staying a while in Tlaxiaco.' 
 
  *nun³² nne³=sij³ ni³kyanj⁵   
 
(51) Complicating matters is the fact that some of the same words appear in all types of 

contexts. 
 
 a. ngo² sinj⁵ sah¹   b. sah¹  ki³-hyaj³=sij³ 
  one man good    good/well PERF-do=3M 
  'a good person/man'    'He did well.' 
 
 c. ki³-hyaj³ sah¹=sij³  d. Ba² sah¹=sij³ 
  PERF-do good/well=3M   be good=3M 
  'He did well'     'He is good.' 
 
(52) Are words like sah¹ just adjectives that can be used adverbially? 
 
(53) Positional hypothesis: Words which appear pre-verbally or post-verbally are adverbs 

which have sentential scope/meaning. Both post-nominal modifiers and words appearing 
with an auxiliary are adjectives. Some words fall into both categories. 

 
(54) This hypothesis does not help us to distinguish between those modifiers that appear only 

pre-verbally or only post-verbally though. Both would be types of adverbs. 
 
(55) Another hypothesis is that there are no true adjectives in the language - all adjectives are 

stative predicates, but some do not require the auxiliary when used in nominal 
expressions. 
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(56) What might be the argument for this? Note that you mostly can not include more than one 
adjective in a noun phrase. 

 
(57) a. Sinj⁵ ya¹ko³ ku³-chu⁴man⁴³ 
  man poor PERF-arrive 
  'The poor man arrived.' 
 
 b. Sinj⁵ li⁴³ ku³-chu⁴man⁴³ 
  man poor PERF-arrive 
  'The small man arrived.' 
 
 c. *sinj⁵ li⁴³ ni² ya¹ko³ ki³-sij⁴ 
  man small and poor PERF-arrive 
  'The poor, small man arrived.' 
 
 d. *sinj⁵ li⁴³ ya¹ko³ ki³-sij⁴ 
  man small poor PERF-arrive 
 
 e. Sinj⁵ li⁴³ ba² ya¹ko³ ku³-chu⁴man⁴³ 
  man small be poor PERF-arrive 
  'The small man, who is poor, arrived.' 
 
 f. Sinj⁵  li⁴³ ni² ya¹ko³ ba³²=sij³,  ku³-chu⁴man⁴³=sij³. 
  man small and poor be=3M,  PERF-arrive=3M. 
  'The man who is small and poor, he arrived.' 
 
(58) So, there is no way to say "the small, yellow dog" in Triqui except to say "the big dog that 

is yellow." Is this a behavior we expect with adjectives? Or something we expect with 
stative predicates (verbs)? 

 
(59) For some words like xi³ 'big', you can in fact string two modifiers together. However, it 

seems to only be possible with a few modifiers. 
 
(60) Chu³be³ ma²ru³¹ xi³ ki³-chi⁴hyanj⁴ 
 dog  black big PERF-bark 
 'The big black dog barked.' 
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